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No fee
relief

Reviving
the arts
... again

Rise in student
costs cancels out
tuition decrease
By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer

Renaissance fair offers
traditional 16th century
costumes, atmosphere
By Christina Lucarotti
Daily staff writer

those who dream of a place
For
where 16th century peasants and
noblemen walk through village
streets and Queen Elizabeth herself
visits every afternoon, the 33rd annual
Renaissance Pleasure Faire in
Vacaville is just the place.
The fair, which has moved from
Novato, is being held at the Nut Tree
in Vacaville for the first time. The fair
grounds cover about 30 acres, including parking and is designed as a re-creation of an Elizabethan marketplace,
said Shannon Wood, a publicist for the
Entertainment
Renaissance
Corporation that produces the fair.
Jean Battiato, a senior majoring in
communications at San Jose State
University, has attended the fair for
the past eight years and plans on
returning this year.
"It’s one of those things where you
have to be aware of everything around
you," Battiato said. "Read a little about
the background or thumb through a
Shakespeare book to prepare yourself
before going."
Be prepared to walk on winding dirt
roads, watch colorfully dressed jesters
juggle and perform magic tricks and
knights display their skill of the sword
in a jousting match.
The marketplace plays host to eight
stages with continuous entertainment,
200 craft booths, 50 food booths and
1,200 costumed performers.
This adult game of make believe is
carefully orchestrated.

Glenn Fuentes/ Spartan Daily

Six-year-old Ryan and nine-year old Natasha Herrington of
Walnut Creek fence against one another Saturday as instructor
Every craft must be approved by a
board of artisans in order to gain
entrance to the fair. The board reviews
the items being sold to ensure everything at the fair is authentic to what
would be found in a typical English village of that time period, Wood said.
Over the past eight years Battiato
has pieced together a gypsy costume,
typical of a peasant, and a nobility costume, traditionally worn by the
wealthy, to wear to the fair.
"I didn’t buy them at the festival,
mainly because they are so expensive
there," Battiato said. "I put them
together from items I bought at costume shops and rummage sal( s. I
bought my velvet nobility outfit at a
rummage sale."
Costumes were being sold in the
shops and many participants come
dressed for the occasion.

"All the costumes are the best part.
I bought my whole outfit today and a
season pass, so I’ll be back six or
seven times this year."
Brian Hyson
De Anza Community
College student

Mark Bridges looks on. Fencing lessons take place at the
Renaissance Pleasure Faire in Vacaville.

Brian Hyson, who lives in San Jose
and attends De Anza Community
College, was visiting the fair for the
first time Saturday.
He had just changed into his new
jester costume a pair of blue puffy
pants and a white blouse. He completed his ensemble with a pewter mug.
"All the costumes are the best part,"
Hyson said. "I bought my whole outfit
today and a season pass, so I’ll be back
six or seven times this year."
Besides shopping, time-travel participants can play a game of Archery,
Axe Toss or Pelt the Privateer with
tomatoes.
Visitors could also enjoy being
pushed on a giant swing built for six,
have yarn or flowers braided into their
hair or relax with a massage under the
shady trees.
The scent of onion blossoms and
spicy meat led the way to food carts
and ale stands where delicacies of
turkey thighs, mashed potatoes with
gravy and bread pudding could be
found.
Six-year-old Journey McDowell from
San Jose was visiting the fair for the
second year in a row. He had already
played the crossbows game, tried darts
for the first time, watched a glass blowing demonstration and was busy creating a brass rubbir g of a Pegasus as a
present for his mom.

Douglas Rider / Special to the Daily

Rachel Heise douses her husband to be,
Will Shaver, with water from a nearby fountain
to clean him up for their mock wedding. The
faire runs every weekend until Oct. 17.

See Faire, page 3

Tuition dropped by 5 percent
at San Jose State University for
the second consecutive semester.
However, many students didn’t
notice the drop because it was offset by higher costs on the other
mandatory registration fees.
"My total was still $1,080, just
like last semester," said Joy
Munoz, a post-graduate student
in the teacher credential program, who didn’t notice the
decrease in the tuition portion of
her fee statement.
But Gov. Gray Davis’ allocation
of $59 million to reduce higher
education tuition and fees earmarked from the state’s $4.3 billion budget surplus was not lost
on every student.
Chris Ghione, a senior in recreation and leisure studies, said he
noticed his registration fees hadn’t changed much since he started
at SJSU in 1997 when he transferred from a California junior
college. After a moment’s reflection, Ghione said he thought
tuition had gone down since his
junior year.
"When I started it was $1,000
now it’s lower," he said.
Unlike Ghione, most students
do not carefully examine the
tuition line item on their fee
statements, said Edd Burton,
associate vice president for institutional planning and academic
resources and a longtime administrator on campus. What they
notice is the bottom line: the total,
and those items that don’t seem
directly related to their needs,
such as the child development fee
of $3, the Student Union fee of
$81, the student association fee of
$18 and the transit sticker fee
which is not a parking permit
for $23.50, Burton said.
The charges, other than
tuition, on the student fee statement are pooled resources that
contribute to the overall functioning and welfare of the campus
community. These fees have an ill
effect on the average student at
fee paying time.
Business management students Maria Cherlet, a senior, and
her friend Shawn Newcombe, a
junior, are two of those students.
Cherlet said she does not use the
items she is paying for.

See Tuition, page 3

Upstart vocalist
juggles classes,
singing career

Tutors in
progress
Students get to give
back to community
while preparing career

By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer

By Lance Analla
Daily staff writer

Manuel Covarrubias, an electrical
engineering major at San Jose State
University, said he appreciates his
experience hel, ing children through
Program and
the Pre-Coll ,ge
Collaborative Training Institute.
"This is a great way for us to contribute to the community, just like our
teachers and tutors did for us,"
Covarrubias aid.
Potential tutors learned how to
work with middle and high school students Friday, Saturday and Sunday in
the Engineering Building.
The program reaches more than
1,700 students in three middle
schools and 10 high schools in East
San Jose and downtown communities.
Robyn Fisher, who holds a masters

See Tutor, page 3
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Eric Visperas, James Visperas and Cyrus Mallare (left to right) of the R&B trio Innerlude, sing the national anthem at the
San Jose Clash game Sept 4

The day before fall semester began,
James Visperas first CD, "Music Within,"
was released, giving the San Jose State
University sophomore more to worry
about than grades.
Twenty-year-old James, along with
older brother Eric, 23, and longtime friend
Cyrus Mallare. 21, are the San Jose-based
trio known as Innerlude. Strictly speaking, the band is a cappella since none of
the members plays instruments professionally. Much of Innerlude’s repertoire
written by Eric is designed to stand
alone, without accompaniment, by way of
intricate three-part harmonics.
But Innerlude’s debut album, is studiomixed and packed with 19 tracks, spanning a range of styles within the pop
genre. On the album, the trio’s mostly
rhythm and blues harmonies are backed
up by a host of Bay Area names, such as
Tanto Metro & Devonte and E-40, adding
the instrumentation and more vocal
effects.

See Trio, page 3
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College can be
the best seven
years of your life

MiKE 12.)coklel

Acts of common
courtesy often go
unappreciated
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Callege has been an adventure. Admittedly,
I’ve been in a little longer than some people
-- seven years but I’ve had quite a time.
Other certified dinosaurs plugging away toward
a degree between house parties, work, road trips,
switched majors and transfers, take heart you
will get there, and it will be an interesting trip.
If you are approaching your fourth year in college, and still haven’t filed for graduation, you too
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nice things for each other.
people do
Sometimes, if people are acquainted with
each other, gifts may be exchanged, limner
may be purchased or a back may be rubbed as an
act of courtesy.
Other times, the nice act may be holding a door
open, stopping a car for a pedestrian or letting
someone go ahead of them in the EZ checkout line.
Lately, as a door-holding, car-stopping guy,
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Learning to Fly

Jason Stull

LEAH BOWER

STAFF WRITER

may become a perma-stu
dent. If you have suffered
through a variety of jobs
that range from the
embarrassing to the downright disgusting to pay for
your education, there is a
good chance you’ve been in
,tliege’ for more than lye years.
Feel bad about working at Burger King at 25’?
fry working for the local mortuary as a "pick-up"
,tirl. Let’s just say I wasn’t picking up flowers, and
I had to wear gloves.
Is the smell of coffee in the artsy cafe where you
work overwhelming? I recommend you quit to go
art boatloads of rotting sockeye salmon in some
,dunk village in Alaska. At least you won’t have to
..sorry ithout fixing your hair for work.
If you have spent six years in college and still
don’t have a degree, you probably have also
dianged your major at least once maybe three or
hair times.
Alter suffiiring through biology, calculus, chemistry, a fruit fly experiment gone horribly wrong
and tile torture of having to squeeze the guts from
a live termite onto a slide, I decided to switch
majors. I tell most people it is because journalism
fulfills my mwd to keep learning.
Truthfully, I just really hate bugs.
If you have developed into John Belushi’s charrater from "Animal House," you are probably working on your seventh year in college.
You know all the drinking games, are skilled
with both a beer and "tobacco" bong, can burp the
Aphabet and have a stool at a local bar with your
name engraved on it. Like me, you are probably
missing memories of part of your freshman and all
of your sophomore years. I vaguely remember some
kegs in the basement of the hippie co-op I shared
with :12 others at the University of Oregon. I certainly don’t remember ever going to class.
Finally, you know you are a college long-timer
when you’ve attended more than three universities
mid still don’t have a diploma to hang on your wall.
I’ve sampled the curriculum at four colleges now
the University of Oregon; the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks; the University of Alaska,
Southeast and San Jose State University, where
IVO’ been fiir two years and counting.
tit ), in Eugene, Ore., was great. III lila, it was so
great I almost flunked out. At the University of
Alaska, in Fairbanks, the average winter temperature was 30 below zero, not counting the wind chill.
I hail to wear a neoprene face mask to classes and
once froze net eyelashes to my scarf
While freezing my ass off in a slushy Alaska
winter. I discovered &NU. I was searching the
Internet for it new school, and there it was
a
palm tree. One look at the palm on Tower Lawn
mid I knew where my next, and hopefully last, stop
on the path to a degree was.
Leah Bower is the Spartan Daily managing editor
"Learning to Fly" will appear Mondays.

have found these acts
often go unappreciated.
No word of thanks from
the man or woman for
whom I held the door, no
rian
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Sisters don’t have to come with strings
way I see it, I have at
The
least six sisters. My only
blood sibling is a brother,
and I have no stepsisters. I’m not
in a sorority.
The people I consider my sisters include my closest female
friends and my three roommates.
Let me just say I don’t hate
sororities or the girls in them, but
I don’t feel I have to join one to
have sisters. It may be a good way
to make friends and meet tons of new people, but it’s
something that’s not for everyone.
My roommates and I can do the same things sorority girls do without some of the negative aspects.
We are close friends, we cook and clean together,
party together, cry on each other’s shoulders and are
there for each other when we need anything. Our
weekly meetings consist of dinner on our living room
floor when we all happen to be home at the same time.
We only dress alike because we have the same taste in
clothing and sometimes emerge from our rooms
unknowingly wearing the same sweater or shoes. We
even sing loudly and obnoxiously to whoever’s favorite
song is on the radio.
I have had some of the best times of my life with my
roommates and my other sisters whom I have known
since high school. We take road trips, fill each other in
on gossip, complain about men, parents and school and
stay up all night laughing in our pajamas about silly
stuff
Of course, as in any situation where people live
together, there are moments of tension and frustration.
When there is a problem, we have to talk about it and
find a solution. Nothing is perfect, but at least I know
I can be open and honest with my roommates and we
can go on with our lives. I have come to realize that
with girls living together comes "drama." But I wouldn’t want to live with anyone else right now.
One reason I chose not to join a sorority is because I
have heard from several members that it’s not worth it.
Hearing this information from girls not in one has
never affected me because they don’t really know, but
when it comes from the inside I tend to listen more
carefully.
One girl told me she was forced to drop out of her
sorority because she was too busy with school and work
to make it to every meeting and social event required
by her house. This seemed unfair to me aren’t sisters supposed to be understanding, especially since we
are here to learn, not socialize? I do understand the

Today
Nurses Christian Fellowship
raring fin those who doubt, 11
a ni in the Montalvo f1111111, Student
I lnion. For more information. call
Diane Stegmeir
279-6:185

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 pan. in the art
and industrial studies buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.

Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Latina and Asian bone health
study 14 recruiting females ages 2025 years old for a research study
Eligible individuals will receive a
tree hone scan and $30 compenaat MI, For more information, call Dr
May Wang at 921-3106.

Sigma Theta Psi Multicultural
Sorority
Rush event: Come join us for
dinner with the sisters of Sigma
Theta Poi at the Spaghetti Factory.
Meet at 6:30 p.m. at Sigma Theta
Psi, 164 S. 10th St. For more information, call Cecilia at 924-8347 or
Veronica at 280-7705.

Tuesday
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Caring for those who doubt, 11
a.m in the Montalvo room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Diane Stegmeir at 279-6385.
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Melissa Matchak is the Spartan Daily opinion editor.
"Off the Record" will appear Mondays.

Sparta Guide

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12 10 p.m. to 12:35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call father Bob Harry
at 938-1610.
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importance of good communication and attending mandatory
meetings, but having to pay a
fine for missing a meeting
seems to be excessive punishment.
I’ve heard stories about
members telling pledges they
are fat and what areas of their
body they need to "work on."
I can’t imagine telling anyone this. I value my friendships
because my sisters are caring, fun people I trust and
love to spend time with. In my opinion, looks don’t
make a friendship better or worse. Friends and sisters
are supposed to support each other, not bring each
other down.
A friend of mine at a different school decided to rush
a sorority but quickly realized before becoming a member she just didn’t have the time to commit. She was
told by several of the girls it was OK and they understood. Now the girls won’t even look at her or say "hi"
when they pass her on campus.
When I see my sisters anywhere, we always greet
each other happily and end up chatting even if we’re
heading in different directions and are late for class.
Everyone is welcome in our apartment. We have
regular visitors and our door is always open. We even
get to have parties at our place.
Even when I was dating someone in a fraternity I
never felt completely accepted by some of the sorority
girls I ended up hanging out with from time to time.
Once they learned I wasn’t interested in joining their
sorority, I guess I became uninteresting to talk to
because they usually found some excuse to walk away.
What about meeting guys and partying at fraternity houses? Oh yeah, most of my closest male friends
are in a fraternity and my roommates and I always
party with them. They don’t mind that we’re not in a
sorority I’ve even heard some of them say it’s better
we’re not.
I’m sure I’ll be receiving dirty looks and hate mail
from now on, but as I said, I don’t hate sorority girls
and neither do my roomates. I just know how much my
roommates and friends mean to me, and I wouldn’t
trade them for anything. The four of us living together
is fine with me. I’ve never had roommates I enjoy living with so much.
Besides, with only one shower in our apartment, it
would be much more complicated if there were 20 of us.
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School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Danae Anderson, alumna, exhibits
from New York, San Francisco and
nationally. From 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the art building, room 133. For
more information, call Andy at 9244328.
Career Center
Recruiting services workshop at
3:30 p.m. in building F. For more
information, call the C
Resource Center at 924-6031.

over, no smile from the
guy on 1-280 for whom I slowed down so he could
merge.
Really, it’s OK to say "thank you" to someone
when they hold the door for you, because they really don’t have to. It is also OK for you to wave to the
guy who lets you merge or the driver who doesn’t
run you over.
I do these things because I am a nice guy, not
because someone made me. There are, however,
entities that are trying to force civility onto those
involved in their operations, for varying reasons.
Howard Safi r, New York City’s police
Commissioner, started a program last year to
teach officers how to interact with the public. The
program centers around the need to foster mutual
respect between police officers and citizens in the
wake of the shooting death of an African immigrant by police.
Until the shooting, New York was celebrating a
recovery from its image as uncaring and rude.
"The NYPD’s problem is not brutality, it is civility," Safir said in "The Economist," an English
newspaper.
Police departments aren’t the only entities
interested in making people act in a civil manner
toward each other. The Seminole County School
Board in Sanford, Fla. circulated a proposal last
July that would have the district adopt a policy of
civility and common courtesy in its faculty’s dealings with parents and students.
The "Sample Civility Policy" states, "School and
school district personnel will treat parents and
other members of the public with courtesy and
respect." The policy has similar guidelines for parents, school visitors and other school staff Parents
who believe they have been treated unfairly can
"bring such behavior to the attention to the staff
member’s immediate supervisor ... "
Even lawyers are feeling the need for niceness.
In a guest commentary in the Aug. 16 edition of
the "Pennsylvania Law Weekly," Edwin L. Scherl
wrote, "In my many recent seminars, the judges
have remarked that they are disgusted with some
of the activities of the lawyers who practice before
them."
It seems to me that if these groups feel there is
a need to mandate, suggest or otherwise force their
members to be civil to each other, the rest of us
could take a hint and do the same.
Lawyers arc asking each other to be nice to one
another, for crying out loud.
Common courtesy greases the wheels of society
and helps the whole thing run more smoothly.
Jason Stull is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art
and industrial studies buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Phi Chi Theta
Professional co-ed business and
economics fraternity. Bowling night
and meet the chapter from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. at the Student Union bowling lanes. For more information,
call Melanie at 243-4100.
Golden Key Notional Honor
Society
Learn how to write the best

Opinion page policies

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200 -word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.

Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bente’ Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjeu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.

resume for the best job. A speaker
from the Career Center will talk
about rØsumØ writing from 4 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Pacifica room, Student
Union. For more information, contact Meesha Puri at mpuri44@hotmail.com
Spring 2000 in Bath, England
Informational meeting for overseas study in SJSU’s study abroad
program, 12 p.m. in MacQuarrie
Hall, room 510. For more information, call Amy Rocha at 924-6099.
Sparta Gold* is provided free of char;,
to students. faculty and staff The deadline for
entries ix noon, three days before desired pub.
lication date. Estrp forms are available in the
Spartan Daily OffIce, Space restrictions may
require editing aubmasionc
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Gary Gairaud, a teacher at Ocala Middle School, participates in a San Jose State University’s
Pre-College Programs academic internship training seminar Saturday in the Engineering Building.

Tutor
Continued from pg 1
of public administration degree from SJSU, is the
lead presenter for the training institute. Fisher
said she sees the program as a way for SJSU students to gain the knowledge needed to become a
future faculty member of a academic institution.
"This is wonderful opportunity for SJSU students to interact with professors and to gain skills
needed to become teachers, interns or advisors in
middle schools and high schools," Fisher said.
The pre-college program is a collaboration
between local schools and community organizations. The primary focus is to help underrepresented middle and high school students learn the
skills and motivation necessary for students to
complete their middle and high school education.
The program also makes college a realistic
goal for the children to achieve, officials said.
Kenya Lopez, a communications major at
SJSU training to become a tutor, views minorities
as the main benefactors of the pia-college program.
"This really gives students, especially minorties, the extra help they need," Lopez said.
The staff of personnel is composed of SJSU
students, teachers and community members,
along with teachers and staff from both the middle and high school levels, officials said.
Katy Abriam-Yago, ar assistant professor and

retention coordinator at SJSU, said the tutors
will also benefit from the program for years to
come.
"Students can use the skills they learn from
the pre-college program well after college. They
acquire stress management and presentation
skills. This program serves as a service learning
model," Abriam-Yage said.
One presenter last weekend was Karen Imai,
who received her masters in communication
studies from SJSU and is a "Teacher of the Year"
award recipient from Willow Glen Middle School.
Imai said she admires the selflessness of the individuals involved in the program.
"People here have jobs and other commitments, but are willing to help children in their
community," Imai said.
Imai also feels the SJSU students give the
children they tutor someone to look up to.
"The &mu college students really make positive role models for the children in the program,"
Imai said.
Miriam Hernandez, an undeclared major at
SJSU who is in her second semester of the program, said she enjoys her job as a tutor in the
pre-college program.
"It makes me happy to be able to help someone else, especially children. It also makes me
identify with my sister, who is the same age of the
children I tutor," Hernandez said.

Faire
Continued from pg 1
"They have a lot of stuff you
can do here," McDowell said. "l’m
going to do the horse ride next."
Journey’s father, Michael
McDowell, enjoys bringing his son
to the festival because they can
participate in the activities
together.
Children could buy five minutes of play with giant bubble
wands for $1, watch cho racters
come to life in a puppet show and
visit the cows, chickens and goats
in the petting zoo.
Renaissance Entertainment
Corporation produces five renaissance fairs around the nation.
Fairs are held in both Northern
California,
Southern
and

Washington, D. C., New.York and
Chicago.
The company is recognized as
producing the United State’s first
renaissance fair. Wood said.
Two hundred thousand people
are xpected to visit the fair
throughout its eight-weekend run
from Aug. 28 through Oct. 17,
Wood said. The fair is open
Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tickets are $15 for
students with identification and
$17 50 for edults.
Every .eerformer’s costume
imisi lie approved by the costumes
tirector. said Bill Houk who has
worked at ’ he Friends of the Fair
booth for three years and has
been a participant since 1987.
Houk’s ’seal job is as the fire

chief for the city of Oakdale.
"It’s where I can come and
play," Houk said. "For a long time
I was coming through the gate,
and now I’m one of the people that
plays with people coaling through
the gate. It’s a very nteractive
entertainment."
All of the performers take three
weeks of classes to learn their
characters, and every performer
has a fair name, Houk said.
At the fair Aaron Pence, a
junior at San Francisco State
University, becomes Willy Laye.
He plays the game. ;minders,
which is similar to baseball.
"It is a wondrous Iris. vacation
among the folks of the 16th century," Pence said of his e.xperience
working at the fair.

dents are bringing us closer to
that philosophy," he said.
Caret acknowledged that students at Sisl are hit hard by
oven modest increases in fees.
Many studeet s may not notice the
state has jumped in over the past
few years, not only to hold costs
down, but to decrease fees. He
said the cost of living in the Bay
Area is so high the benefit may
seem canceled out.
Davila, president of
Associated Students at SJSU, said
he and his colleagues in the
Student
State
California
Association lobbied hard over the
past few semesters to keep student fees down.
But Davila may have been
preaching to the converted.
Former (ov. Pete Wilson and Gov.
Gray Davis have placed public
education high on the agenda and
both governors earmarked recent
budget surpluses to public education.

DurineWilson’s last ,year in
office, his administration gave
California college and university
students their first fee decrease in
years.
When Davis took office in
January, he came in on a platform
of pro-education initiatives.
According to Davis Web site, the
governor intends to make education his No.1 priority.
Even so, if state Sen. Jim
Brulte, R-Rancho cacanionga,
and others nad their vay. Davis
would have it Aiiilent fees 10
percent - ensie.aa of .e percent -this fiscal year, Davila sa.cl.
"It costs the university $9,600
per year to teducate a student, of
which the student pays about
$2,000," Caret said.

Tuition
Continued from pg 1
"I would like to help other people but I don’t make that much
myself" she said.
Newcombe emphasized the
perceived inequity.
"I pay for a bus pass but I can’t
get to campus and back fron.
Santa Cruz and a lot of us on
this campus live in Santa Cruz,"
he said.
Still, California’s student fees
are among the lowest five in the
nation, SJSU President Robert
Caret said.
"It has always been the dream
in this country, and in this state in
particular, to offer affordable,
accessible education to anyone
who wants it," Caret said.
California was able to offer a
nearly free education until the
budget cuts of the early ’90s,
Burton said.
"That was the thinking in this
state and recent decreases to stu-

James said the CD’s release
puts Innerlude in a whole new
phase.
"It’s almost like starting over,"
he said, referring to cross-country
radio tours, record store signings
and promotional gigs suddenly filling the band’s schedule since
"Music Within" hit the stands.
The trio is hard at work building their reputation as a solid front
act that has opened for such bigname artists as Puff Daddy, Ice
Cube, Missy Elliott and N-Synch
over the past few years.
Innerlude frequently gets spurof-the-moment offers that are hard
to refuse, such as its Labor Day
weekend gig, playing at Spartan
Stadium. Innerlude kicked off a
Clash home game with a funky
rendition of "The Star-Spangled
Banner."
Judging by the crowd’s enthusiastic ovation and cheering, soccer
fans enjoyed the band’s spin on a
stately old tune. Still, few in the
audience seemed to recognize the
band, despite a couple of hit singles: "I Don’t Want To Go On," and
"You Can’t See Me," that hit the
top of the pop charts, and stayed
up there, for several weeks last
year. Innerlude was also in radio
station Wild 94.9’s heavy rotation.
Devoted Clash fans with season
tickets, such as Dottie Demichino,
get to hear a lot of "The StarSpangled Banner" renditions.
"These guys are good real
good. Who are they?" she asked.
Matt Sage, a staffer keeping a
watchful eye on the crowd in front
of the band stand, suddenly
perked up when asked about
Innerlude’s opener.
"I get to see a lot of acts and this
is a really nice B&B band," he said.
The trio, who always dress alike
while performing, were decked out
in casual, basic black for the Clash
opener. James said the trio wears a
uniform look, including hip haircuts and earrings, because it lends
cohesion and unity to their presentation.
Although the band members
are young, they are veteran performers, starting way back in high
school and initially performing
just for fun with absolutely no
intention of making it big, Eric
said.
in fact, this is a meaningful
time of the year for us," James
said.
"Eric and Cyrus and I got
together one day after school it
was September 11, 1994, to be
exact and decided to form the
band, which we called Innerlude,
right from the start," he said.
James went on to explain the
meaning behind the band’s name
and gives full credit to his big
brother Eric for thinking it up.
"It’s adapted from the word
’interlude,’ meaning a snippet of
music, or intersession
’inter’
was replaced with ’inner’ because
that’s where the music comes
from. It’s music from within,"

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?
EARN UP TO $1000

James said.
The name stuck, as did the look
and sound.
"The industry is based on looks
appeal," James said.
"I know it’s a touchy subject, but
record labels and audiences want
to know what we are most people can’t figure it out. They think
we are Black and Chinese, but
we’re Filipino," James said.
All three young men credit their
success and ability to get through
the tough stuff and hard work to
family and faith.
"Our families keep us humble,
especially our moms. It’s hard to be
haughty when someone is yelling
at you to take out the garbage or
mow the lawn," said James, who
with brother Eric, still lives at
home in San Jose with mom and
step-dad, Nellie and Steve
Needels.
"We couldn’t have done it without our families, our true friends

"We were
mobbed by
screaming girls
they had to
lock us in a
store so we
wouldn’t have
our clothes
torn off. We
felt like the
Beatles."
Eric Vispera
of Innerlude
and blessings from the Lord,"
James said. "And, Jazzy Jim and
Jake Myers."
Jazzy Jim, otherwise known as
James Archer, is the local promoter who spotted the group when
they were still in high school,
thought they had possibilities an&
gave them a chance. Jake Myers is
Innerlude’s manager and detail
man who makes it all happen and
come together smoothly so that
James can juggle his dual life as a
student and performer.
"It’s a lot of hard work: about
two to five hours of practice a day.
I have to work that in around my
classes, gigs, working out and
other stuff and we don’t get to
see our old friends enough," James
said.
As the youngest member of the
band and the only one working
toward a degree, James worries
about keeping up with his classes
and assignments as the juggernaut of fame picks up momentum.
"I’ve just got eight units this
semester, but I’d be more worried if
I weren’t taking any classes and

not working toward my degree,"
said James whose =Or is marketing and minor is music.
Each of the band’s members
dabbles with instruments but
their main instrument is voice.
None of them has much formal
training other than a few months
of coaching with SJSU music
instructor Baiomi Butts.
All three singers revere and
emulate their musical roots.
Eric, the unofficial band leader
among the easygoing trio, writes
90 percent of Innerlude’s songs
and credits Babyface, Michael
Jackson, Stevie Wonder and the
band’s role model, the quartet
Boyz II Men, as key musical influences.
Early on, Innerlude tried to be a
quartet but it just never worked
out.
"We were meant to be a trio,"
Eric said.
"I always looked up to the quartet; we wanted to be just like Boyz
II Men but now we do more of a
we didn’t
variety than they do
want to be labeled as a group that
does just one thing," he said.
Despite an effort not to be narrowed artistically, the band tends
to stay close to home, in more ways
than one, performing along the
lines of its early influences and
staying within that range.
The band even regards fans as
extended family.
Cyrus, James and Eric personally answer all the fan mail that’s
logged into their finely-tuned Web
site at www.innerlude.com.
"People think it’s not really us
answering their mail, but it is
we always want to keep the personal touch. We love the attention
and we love our fans with all our
hearts," James said.
One of the band’s big thrills is
seeing familiar faces in the audience all the loyal fans, who have
stuck with them from the beginning. The trio is at a crossroads,
moving as a front act to a big
name. The swell of recognition and
other .perks still leaves them
amazed.
Last September, during Aloha
week, Innerlude played in Hawaii
where the band encountered overzealous fans.
"We were mobbed by screaming
girls they had to lock us in a
store so we wouldn’t have our
clothes torn off. We felt like the
Beatles," Eric said.
All three band members agree
that the attention of adoring
young females is not the worst
fate.
On the downside, Cyrus, the
non-family member, said he sometimes feels left out, despite the
years of friendship.
But the well-adjusted, affable
trio who have managed to stay
together and prevail through the
teen years, is not likely to stay
focused on the downside for long.
"We are a band that always
tries to look ahead and be ready,"
James said.
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Catering Available CLOSED SUNDAY
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Buffaloes strike early
PLAYERS’ CLUB
BUFFALOES
MIKE
MOSCHETTI

Position: Quarterback
What he did: Was 25-of-32
with 465 passing yards and
two touchdowns.
Quote: "We got together as an
offense this week and we challenged each other."

SPARTANS
DEONCE
Will TAKER

Position: Running back
What he did: Rushed for
game-high 132 yards in 22
attempts with two touchdowns.
Quote: "It’s over now. They put
28 points in the first quarter,
which was too much."

BUFFALOES
MARCUS
STIGGERS

1)1
Position: Wide receiver
What he did: Caught five
passes for 174 yards including
a 65-yard touchdown pass.
Quote: "This sends a message
to our teammates that we can
work hard and work together."

SPARTANS
CHRIS
KASTELER

Position: Quarterback
What he did: Was 20-of-35
with 209 passing yards and
two touchdowns.
Quote: "We needed Colorado
to make some mistakes, but
they just weren’t messing up."

Daily Staff Report
The Spartan football team
stayed even for the last three
quarters
with
Colorado
Saturday the team just forgot the first quarter.
The Buffaloes blitzed San
Jose State University at home
for 28 points for the first 15
minutes en route to a 63-35 win
at Folsom Field.
A four-play drive capped off
by Buffalo quarterback Mike
Moschetti’s 12-yard touchdown
in the first quarter was a harbinger of things to come.
"Their offense was just a lot
stronger and faster than our
defense. We knew that they
would try to pound the ball
against us, but we just didn’t do
enough to stop them," said
Spartan head coach David
Baldwin in a press release.
With
tailback
Cortlen
Johnson scoring three touchdowns while gaining 104 yards
rushing, Moschetti took care of
the rest throwing for 465 yards,
a team record, and two touchdowns.
"I am proud of the record,
but if it wasn’t for them
(receivers) I would have never
accomplished that. I just got the
wide receivers the ball and they
made the plays," Moschetti
said.
Colorado wide receiver
Marcus Stiggers had two 60yard -plus receptions for the
day.
Stiggers’ 65-yard touchdown
strike in the second quarter offset two touchdowns by SJSU
running back Deonce Whitaker.
Whitaker’s play helped his
offense get in its groove for the
rest of the game.
His 132 rushing yards and
two touchdowns didn’t go unnoticed by the opposition.
"We could see how concerned
Colorado was every time he
touched the ball," Baldwin said.
"We heard their whole sideline
yelling draw the whole game."
Although he had some defensive players referred to
Whitaker as a "Barry Sanderstype player," the 5-foot-6 junior
credited Colorado’s defense.
"I was most impressed with
Colorado’s defense. They were
quick and moved really well,"
Whitaker said. "We didn’t come
out and execute our game plan."
Game plans or not, SJSU
was still able to match Colorado
after the first quarter behind
quarterback Chris Kasteler’s
20-of-35, two touchdown and
209-yard passing performance.
"Our offense could’ve done
more, but I do feel that we did a
lot," Kasteler said. "Our first
drive we went three and out.
Who knows tvhat would have
happened if we started better?"
At 0-2, Baldwin still believes
Athletic
the
Western
Conference title is attainable.
He was optimistic after playing
respectably after a 28-0 hole.
"They were executing pretty
well after the end of the first
quarter and they put up a lot of
points for us," Baldwin said.
"We still believe we can bounce
back and win the WAC conference title."
SJSU’s next game is against
St. Mary’s at 6 p.m. Saturday at
Spartan Stadium.
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Ains‘worth’ more than gold
San Jose Giants
rookie pitcher
strikes out 10 batters
in 4-0 playoff win
By Franklin Leiva
Daily senior staff writer

Kurt Ainsworth took the
mound on Sunday with the difficult task of giving the Giants a
2-1 lead over the Modesto A’s in
the California League divisional
playoffs at Municipal Stadium.
The San Jose Giants rookie
pitcher accomplished his task
with flying colors.
Ainsworth, the 24th overall
pick by the San Francisco Giants
in the ’99 draft, pitched seven
innings and struck out 10 while
allowing only three hits in the 40 victory.
The victory placed the Giants
one step closer to winning the
best-of-five series, now leading
Modesto 2-1.
Ainsworth (1-0), in only his
second start for the Giants, likes
the fact that he was put into
intense scenarios to help the
team.
"I want to be put in pressure
situations," Ainsworth said.
"This shows that my manager
and peers have a lot of confidence in me and believe I can
win."
The Giants opened the scoring
in the second with a two-run
double by left fielder Pedro Mota,
which brought home Tim
Flaherty and Sean McGowan
from second and third, respectively.
Mota, who was 2-for-4 in the
game, took a moment to praise
Ainsworth for a well -pitched
game.

"We feel confident that we can
win when he is on the mound,"
Mota said. "I’ve seen him pitch
and he is just awesome. He is
another quality starter on our
team that can help us win the
championship."
The Giants added another run
in the third thanks to a double
by center fielder Scott Daeley,
who brought Mota home.
Ainsworth continued his dominance in the game.
At one point he retired eight
straight batters and struck out
four batters in a row.
The Giants tacked on another
run in the eighth with a fielder’s
choice grounder to second that
allowed Brett Casper to score
from third.
Reliever Matt Wells pitched
two scoreless inning for San Jose
to close the game.
Ainsworth is looking forward
to pitch again if the Giants make
it to the championship series.
"I have confidence I can go out
there and win," Ainsworth said.
"If you don’t have confidence
that you can help your team,
then maybe you shouldn’t play."
Mota, who could not be with
the Giants during the championship drive last season due to
an injury, feels confident they
will win and advance to the final
round of the season.
"I had a bad injury that kept
me from playing, and I could not
celebrate with my team," Mota
said. "With the team that we
have now, I believe we can beat
Modesto and advance to the
finals."
If the Giants can beat
Modesto today at Municipal
Stadium and win the series, the
team will have to wait for the
winner of the San Bruno and
Rancho Cucamonga series.
"No matter who it is, we’ll be
ready for them," Mota said.

Aimee Santos/Spartan Daily

Starting pitcher Kurt Ainsworth allowed three hits in seven
innings in Sunday night’s game at Municipal Stadium against the
Modesto A’s. Ainsworth was selected by the San Francisco Giants
as the 24th overall pick in the 1999 draft. The San Jose Giants won
game three with a score of 4-0 in the Northern Division finals. The
Giants will try to close the series out at 7 p.m. Monday at Municipal
Stadium.

Favre’s heroics seal Raiders’ fate
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP)
Brett Favre wept.
After engineering a fourthquarter comeback drive of breathtaking efficiency, breaking the
hearts of the Oakland Raiders
and doing it all with an injured
throwing hand he didn’t mention
to the Packers coaches, Favre was
so overcome by emotion and pain
he could barely speak.
"I’m so drained right now," he
said, tears streaming from his
eyes. "I just can’t believe I played.
... I could hardly feel the ball, but
we won the game."
The Green Bay Packers beat
the Raiders 28-24 Sunday only by
the grace of Fevre, who led the
Packers on an 11 -play, 82-yard
drive in the final 1:51.
He capped the 11th fourthquarter comeback and the 14th
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hand, which collided with Russell
Maryland’s helmet in the third
quarter, hurt more than it did
when a similar incident occurred
in the preseason against Denver.
The Packers said X-rays of the
injury showed no broken bones in
the hand.
"I don’t want to think about it,"
Favre said.
His late-game heroics prevented the Packers’ second loss in the
last 32 games at Lambeau Field.
Green Bay also kept a fourthquarter scoring drive alive by
using instant replay to reverse a
call.
"It was guts," said Antonio
7reeman, who had seven catches
for 111 yards. "We dug in deep,
and we hung together. It was an
unbelievably dramatic win, and
we owe it to Brett."

game-winning drive of his career
with a 1 -yard touchdown pass to
tight end Jeff Thomason with 11
seconds left.
"Those types of drives are storybook drives," said coach Ray
Rhodes, who won in his Green
Bay debut. "Those are the types of
drives the Favres, the Montanas,
the Elways make."
Favre, who also had three
passes intercepted, was 28-of-47
for 333 yards and four touchdowns. He has 14 four-TD games
in his career, putting him third on
the NFL’s career list behind only
Dan Marino (21) and Johnny
Unitas (17).
coordinator
Offensive
Sherman Lewis said Fevre called
all but the first two plays of the
final drive.
Afterward, Fevre said his

(408) 295-8888
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102 University Ave, Suite C
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clalm for products Of
services advertised below nor is
Mere any gismartee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily casuist of paid athertlaIng
and airings are not approved or
moiled by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
HOTEL DE ANZA seeks evening
manager. bellperson & am server.
Fax resume 408/286-2087.
PT RECREATION TEACHER:
Assist in leading after school prog.
Must be able to carry out games
& outdoor activities. Min. 6 units
in child development or recreation.
Call Gardner Children’s Center
408-998-1343.
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
programs. Need reliable car &
e.xper. w/kIds. Excellent pay! Will
train. Mad Science 408/2625437.
TUTORING POSITIONS available.
Flex hrs, $20/hr. Experience:
teaching/tutoring reading, English,
Math all levels. Call A-OK Tutoring
408-363-8902.
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BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST wanted
for 3 year old autistic boy. NO
experience required. 251-5466.
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Seeking friendly, energetic individual to wait tables at a casual
Asian food restaurant in SanJose.
If you are outgoing, service-oriented and interested in earning cash
wages plus tips and meals,
please call us. Lunch shift,
approx. llam- 2pm and occasional weekend nights. Restaurant is
located on Blossom Hill Rd, just
outside of Los Gatos. Easy
access from 85 and 87. Call for
interview: 4033582525.
COPYEDITOR: P/T. Copyedit /proof
manuscripts for local publisher.
Fax resume and cover letter to
Liz Asborno, 408-287-8748.
P/T POSITIONS AVAIL TO TUTOR
Pre-School aged children with
autism. Will Train. $12/hr. Call
408-937-9580.
TRANSPORTATION - Schedule
transportation for seniors/
disabled. Heavy phone use.
data entry experience. F/T. Some
week-ends. Excellent benefits.
$8.99 per hour. Apply at 97 E.
Brokaw Rd, #140, San Jose.
CLERICAL PERSON - Part-Time
Microsoft, Excel & general office
work, etc. For more info call Kevin
Crowley 4013267-1665.
TUTORS NEEDED: Elam, H.S.
subjects. Earn $15- $20/hour.
Jack or Joan. (408)227-6685.
RESPONSIBLE FUN BIG SISTER/
NANNY for my 9th grade daughter.
after school, flexible days 3-6pm,
$10Ci$150/wk. Los Gatos. Jeff, clays:
408-5465983, eves: 356-7128.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MONDAY- FRIDAY
Part/Full Time 10am. to 7pm.
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$7.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
Monday. Friday 8am. to 5pm.
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
AREA ORIENTATION Tour Guides
needed. Must have reliable car.
Call Brian 650/312-1610.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available
Salary + Tips
Friendly Fun Environment
Apply in Person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.
WAREHOUSE/SHIPPING
No experience required
. Very flexibie schedule
Pay according to experience
Please fax resume to 406271.9604.

FAX: 408-924-3282

TELEMARKETING Port/Full-Time
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 408494-0200.

NEED RECEPTIONIST SKILLS
for a high tech start up,
2.3/yrs. experience;
trustworthy; high energy &
positive attitude. F/T some
flexibility: start $9.50-$10.50 doe.
AUTISM ASSISTANT
Fax resume 408-727-5078 or
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
call 408-727-5077 ext 500.
with our 21/2 year old autistic child.
www.icompression.com
*We have an intensive home pro
gram based on applied behavior IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
analysis & the skillful use of Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
positive reinforcement (Lovaas Cal Lupe 408/942-8866 or email
Method).
lupe@electronisstafflng.com.
Professional training will be
provided by Autism Partnership.
GOPHER/DRIVER wanted P/T for
Academic credit may be avail. local firm with can do" attitude.
Flex hours: Mornings, Afternoons. CA license, & good dnving record.
Eves or Wknds (approx. 10hrs/wk) Hours Flexible, Call 282-1500.
Located in San Jose. near Evergreen
Valley College. Please call Manju CASHIERS NEEDED. mornings
at 408-2704219.
required. Apply in person @ 1260
E. Santa Clara St. S.J. or fax
NUDE MODELS wanted for drawing resume to Sean @408.2870423.
/painting classes. School of Art &
Design. $10.50/hr. Al body types. RETAIL SALES Want to have
Apply in Art 125. 924.4354.
fun? Work with a GREAT TEAM?
Sell quality products? Call Now!
Retell
School Schedule Friendly. Cindy
firm,losa&
408-244-7370. Valley Fair Mall,
Los Gams
Work with the best coffee beans ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic
and the best human beans. Our Designers & Writers wanted for
South Bay stores are currently weekly newspaper. PT & Interninterviewing for part-time (21-35 ship available. Call 408-928-1750
hrs/wk) retell sales & full-tin)e or fax resume to 4069281757.
assistant manager positions.
Competitive pay, medical, includ- DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part
ing. prescription, chiropractic, and Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call
vision, dental, domestic partner 408.363-4182.
coverage, 401(k), paid vacation &
sick time, discounts, & advance- DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
ment opportunities. Please apply International Golf Co. SJSU
at 2035 Camden Avenue, 1330 El location, 810-$30 per hour, part
Paseo, or 1140 Lincoln Avenue, or full time. Morning or afternoon.
Suite C in San Jose, or 798-1 Call 971-1645.
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos:
or send your resume and cover CASHIERS NEEDED to work @
letter to: Zabed Choudhury, Peet’s remodeled 4th & Santa Clara
Coffee & Tea. P.O. Box 12509, Chevron. Al shifts avail. Full or parttime. Ask for Ofelia @295-3964
Berkeley, CA 94712-3509.
or fax resume to 295-4659.
We encourage applications
from people of all ages. races
DATA ENTRY
& ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
Perfect part-time job for student.
Call ASAP 360-1370
COFFEE & TEA
www.peets.coni
VALET PARKERS Part-time,
LAW OFFICE COURT RUNNER evenings & weekends in Los
$7/hr. Flexible hours. Car & gas Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
provided. Need good driving neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
record. 244-4200.
able to drive a 5 speed and have
TEMPORARY FOOD SERVICE a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
POSITION: Pot/Dishwasher
flexible schedules available. Earn
Spartan Shops Inc. located on $10 to $15 per hour with tips.
the SJSU campus has part-time Please call (800) 825-3871.
Pot & Dishwasher position avail Golden Gate Valet,
in the Dning Common. Evenings.
For Part-Time and
Mon. - Fri. $7.00 per hour. Call
Full -Time Positions, call
924-1736 or 924-1846
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
GROOM’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive Office jobs in local companies
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Students/grads/career change
Temp/TemptoHire/Direct Hire
Must be reliable, honest, able to
San Jose to San Mateo
do physical work. Exp. working
will
train.
Phone: (650) 325-1133
but
preferred,
w/dogs
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Great op* for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
or Call 371-9115.
ENGLISH TUTORS WANTED
DRAFTING: Knowledge of Acad part-time weekdays. Need car.
R14 usage 12-16 hr wk. Flexible. Hated Engish or Japanese speakers
Near SJSU. Pay rate negotiable. only. $15/hour. 371-7177.
Dan Veronda 408-993-0560
LOOKING FOR TUTORS
Ext 107 or fax 403292-8887.
dveronda@spartanengneering.com to work with a language and social
skills delayed child. Training
provided. $12 per hour. Call Kim
DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL?
@ 408/263-9218.
Call 408-437-7722 Today.
Or visit www.AmericankAcidel.net.
RECEPTIONIST/ACCOUNTING
TEACHER / THERAPIST to work Small Co. F/T, M -F. Good comp,
in behavioral program in both phone 8, people skills fnendly.
school & home environments. Office salary & benefits. Immed.
Emphasis on development and opening, call Jen 408-993-0560
acquisition of communication and ext 105 or fax 408-292-8887.
play skills. Psychology, Child Des,
Occupational Therapy, & Special TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
Ed backgrounds are desirable. child care program. 2-6pm M-F.
Excellent refs working w/ children Call Gardner Children’s Center,
required. Full & part time avail. 998-1343. Immediate opening.
Salary negotiable. Must have car. Child dev, rec, human performance
majors encouraged to apply. EOE.
Fax resume 408/356-9551.

BABYSITTER NEEDED Saturday
nights: 711pin mery other va3eh for 3
wonderful kids. You drive -we pay
$8/hr. Call Bngid 408/2651678.
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
is seeking a P/T clerical person.
effective immediately. Duties will
include heavy filing & working with
the mail. No typing skills are
required. A good command of the
English language, written & oral.
required. Hours are lpm-5pm, M-F
& every other Sat. gam-2pm.
$7/hr. Call 408-296-5270. ask for
Dawn or Bud to set up interview.

YQLLUIRIM

STUDENT JOBS, Paid Internships
or financial aid at nationwide
company, part-time or full-time. CENTRAL YMCA YOUTH SPORTS
Kristie 360-1370.
Volunteer Coaches Needed!!! The
Central YMCA is looking for volunTEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
teers to coach youth sports teams
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. ages 3 to 14 years old. The sports
Degree / Credential NOT Required. offered are basketball, roller hockey
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need & soccer. Sessions are six weeks
Car. VM: 14081287-4170 ext. 408. long with practices one night a
EOE/AAE
week & games on Saturdays. For
more info, please contact Natalia
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS Mercadal, Youth Sports Director,
wanted. Fun environment, close to Central YMCA 408298.1717x 15.
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler,
preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary, excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HMI & Redwood City
ca 4081371-990) or
fa( manes to 14081371.7685
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDIC DC. EOE

TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great experience
working with kids ages 5 - 12.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
competitive pay, excellent training, & Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
Saratoga School District.
and a fun work environment.
FT and PT available. Call (408) Cal 8673424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
2839200 ext. 21.

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN - P/T
Experience required
*Very flexible schedule
Pay according to experience
Please fax resume to 4082718604.

FOOD SERVICE POSITIONS
Immediate Openings
Spartan Shops Inc. located on
the SJSU campus is recruiting
for part-time positions in the
Food Services Dept. Enjoy the
prestigious surroundings of the
university campus and our
beautiful new facilities featuring
ACUFACTS SECURITY
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Sbarro’s Restaurant, Burger King,
Full & part-time positions available Jamba Juice & Market CafØ.
Fast paced environments. High
Paid training
energy level & a smile required.
Excellent benefits
No experience necessary
AM & PM Shifts Available
Apply in person at
$6.50- $7.00 (8 hr shifts)
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
Burger King:
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880. Cashiers Line Servers - Cook
Jambe Juice Team member:
NURSING - 10010B OPENINGS
Bussers
START NOW!! Sunday- Saturday, Apply in person: Spartan Shops
All Shifts Available, Your Choice. Dining Services, SJSU. Bldg #37
Wage: Min. - Max.
facing 7th St. (408) 924-1862.
CNA: $10.50 - $14.00
LVN: $18.50 $24.00
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
RN: $22.00. $35.00
to get 8$ PAID $$
Requirements: Must have a
to lose up to 30 lbs.
current Nursing Certificate or
in the next 30 days.
License. CPR - experience in a
Natural. Guaranteed.
long term care and Acute facility.
Call (408) 793.5256.
Must have good communication
skills end be reliable.
DIRECTORS ASST. DIRECTORS,
Contact: POWER PERSONNEL
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Debbie Robinson or Michele Gayoba Thinking about a career working
Two N. Market St. Ste. #410. S.J. with children? The YMCA of Santa
Phn: 408-283-9144
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Fax: 403283-9148
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose. Cupertino.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Santa Clara, Los Gatos. Saratoga.
Port-time. Flexible Hours.
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas &
Great for Students!
Berryessa. Full and parttime
Serving Downtown SanJose,
positions available. Hours flexible
Inner City Express.
around school. Fun staff teams.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
FOOD SERVICEEsmesso BesHost and good training opportunities.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy Teachers require minimum 6 units
family style restaurant in Sunyvl. in ECE, education, recreation.
All shifts avail. Rex hrs. $9.25/hr. psychology, socioloty, physical
to start. Call 408-7339446 or education and/or other related
522-3802. Ask for Mgr.
fields. Please call Beth Profio at
408-291-8894 for information and
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY locations.
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Immediate temp/perm
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
LIBRARY
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
Day Care Centers, Etc.
Available Throughout CA.
(408) 8668550
Libranans, Assts. & Clerks
EXPERIENCED TUTORS Needed:
Library Education/Experience.
H.S. Math, Spanish, etc. Mon thru Visit us at www.aimusa.com
Fri, 3pm to 8pm. $1,000/mo. Call
Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS Directors. Teachers and Aides.
Ambitious & energetic people
PT & FT with excellent benefits
needed, FT/PT. Earn $3$15 per Call 370-1877 x 29.
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Lots of fun and earn good money. Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
Call (408)867-7275. leave
Bementary School Age Recreation
voicemail or email us at
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
vaev.connthianparking.com. Leave positions avail approx 7am-llam.
name and number where you can Xlnt salary, no ECE units req.
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
be contacted.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
244-1968s 16

3 lines

One
Day
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Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

AUTOS FOR SALE
95 ECUPSE RS silver, auto Iran,
sun*-moon. fog+side Its. 6"rsr. 2
alame. $8000. Sue 244-2211.
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ERESAffil&TS411c414111;
20 + consecutive issues: receive 100/0 off.
40 « consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues! receive 25% off.
Local nee apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and &AU students, sue & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

City A Stele

corle

Pnone
Send check cc money order la (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
le Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
I Deadline. 10:00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
IB QUESTIONS? CALL. (406)924-3277

BEST RATES
on
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
405-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon- Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drives’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS!
"Good Students" ’Educators"
’Engineers’ ’Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Lost and Found’
Rental Housing
Announcements
Shared Housing
Campus Clubs
Real Estate
Greek Messages
Services
HealttvBeauty
Events
Sports/Thnlls
Volunteers
Insurance
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Entertainment
Travel
Electronics
Wanted
_ Tutoring
Employment
Word Processng
Opportunities
__ Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
www.bworks.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm

Daily
cROSSWORD

INSURANCE

Please check /
one classification:

Address

MALM&BEALITY

wmuurimu

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Nees

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800 655.3225.

MAN

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FORNAnoNAL/AGENcy RATESCALL408-924-3277

Ad Rates: 3-fine minimum

WRITING HOP:
Highest quality wnfing, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(510) 601-9554 or
email bellckflirest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
SHARED HOUSING
not required for Aide positions.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Excellent opportunity for Child ROOM FOR RENT, DOAft0Afl Tailor
Development majors. Please call &Jackson. No pets. No drugs. Cal A Whole New Phase Of Creathlty
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or 295-5848 $500 mo includes util. In the search for originality - in
fax resume to 248-7350.
business, the arts, the sciences
where we start makes all the
SECURITY
WORD PROCESSING difference. Read this free article
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
online at: www.csarrenitor.com.
We will train you. Student Friendly. PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends. Theses, Term Papers, Resumes. VIvaSmart.com Compares TEXT
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
BOOK prices from Spartan BookGroup Projects. etc.
Flexible Schedule.
All formats, specializing in APA.
store. Varsity, BigWords, Borders,
408-247-4827
Mimi/mini tape transcription. Fax. and more than 10 others to find
Experienced, dependable,
the best deal on your books. Free
EARN EXTRA CASH $
quick return.
service. Just click through to
Up to $600/month
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
buy www.VivaSmart.com
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
COMPUTERS ETC.
Contact California Cnyobank
650-324-1900, M4’, 8-4:30.
LAPTOP MAC 145 & PRINTER
61-LINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
$350.00.
Call 295-5413
Statistics - Trig- Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
SAT - GED CBEST ESL TOEFL
PENTIUM NOTEBOOKS
from $399.95.
Computer: VisBasic, Vis .C+ +
FINALLY!
Spanish: All levels
Internet-Based Business
1000’s of Ganes from $9.95
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Proven to Produce Immediate
www.softwareandstuff.com
Email: tutor90763@aol.tom
Massive Income.
Software & Stuff
www.skybizreps.odrn/education2
500-A Lawrence Exp. Sunnyvale.
(415)485-0407
408-737-2372.

DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Earn $200 every weekend.
Must have reliable truck & ins.
Lifting required.
408-292-7876
SELLING TO MEN - CLOTHING
Ideal part-time weekend job. Good
pay in relaxed atmosphere.
Please call Fri. through Sun. 408970-0900 or fax 408-970-0903.

RENIALliggan

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, suana,
full gam on-site management, all
appliances included,central A/C.
Stop by today form tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLANNADE
201 So 4th St. (408)279-3639.

SERVICES

ACROSS
1 Sharp bend
6 Expressway
stop
11 Distant
14 Native New
Zealander
15 Having handles
16 ’Wheel of
Fortune" buy
17 Secret
18 Going to a
higher court
20 Accelerate
21 Kinds
23 An Osmond
24 Curved
moldings
26 Grouped
28 Most timid
30 Emulates the
Cheshire cat
31 Valentine
decoration
32 Navy group
33 Lemony
beverage
36 Brim
37 UFO
passenger?
38 Docile
39 Vote in favor
40 Creep furtively
41 More disastrous
42 Intended
43 Empty
44 Having a healthy
glow
47 Teams
48 Captain’s
command
49 Songwriter
Carole 50 Dab (on)
53 Robin Hoods
need
56 Venice’s country
58 Corn crib
59 Compare
60 Friendlier

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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61 Psyche
components
62 Fencing
weapons
63 Migrating birds
DOWN
1 Arabian prince
2 "Superman"
reporter Lois 3 Words to a
traveler
4 Unrefined metal
5 Stiffest
6 Summits
7 Cozy places to
sit
8 A founder of
Dada
9 Alphabet ender
10 Unyielding
11 Carnivals
12 Author Dillard
13 Stormed
19 Highland girl
22 Permit to
25 "Primal Fear"

26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
51
52
54
55
57

star
Running water
Legal claim
Mets’ stadium
Actress Lamarr
Flash
Fire starter
NASA’s field
Lucy’s partner
- out a living
Actor Ladd
Budge
Seahawks city
Jamming
Overlook
Loud noise
Synagogue
leader
Shun
Night followers
Posters
Leg joint
Malt beverages
Phoenician port
Split
Presidential
nickname
Fasten
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Men’s soccer team
survives 15 fouls,
three yellow cards
in win over Cal Poly

ing is a tough feat,’ St. Clair said.
"Aman seems to be back in form."
When asked how Aman compares to great Spartan scorers in
the past, St. Clair said it was difficult to determine.
"Because of his injuries, it’s
hard to say. It really depends on
how he performs this year, and so
far, he’s off to a good start," St.
Clair said.
"Aman did real well in the
beginning of his career, but he’s
suffered several injuries during
the past two years," he said.
The Mustangs attempted to disrupt Kebreab and the Spartans’
scoring attack with physical play.
With 30 minutes left in the first
half, forward Chad Harper was
shoved to the ground with no foul
called. The no-call got a reaction
from the crowd and helped fuel the
Spartans’ fire even more.
In retaliation, the Spartans
began some bruising play of their
own. In the 22nd minute, a
Mustang player received A ClIt to
his forehead, after colliding heads
with Spartan Gareth Williams.

By Marcus Fuller
Daily correspondent
The Spartan men’s soccer team
rolled over visiting Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, 3-1 on Sunday.
The smooth ride, however, hit a
few potholes along the way. The
two teams combined for over 15
fouls, three yellow cards and two
injuries.
Despite the rough road, the
Spartans remained undefeated,
improving their record to 3-0-1.
The game also marked the rebirth
of senior forward Aman Kebreab,
who has been hampered by
injuries.
Kebreab scored two goals in the
first half to lead the Spartans.
Carter Hernandez, a junior midfielder, added another in the second half to secure the victory.
Against San Luis Obispo, Aman
was always a few steps faster than
his defenders. His first goal came

(Left)
Spartan
defender
Carter
Hernandez shields the ball from
Mustangs midfielder Jeff Narduzzi during
the first half of play Sunday at Spartan
Stadium. Hernandez went on to score
the third goal of a 3-1 win against Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo in the second half.

SAN
FSTREET
ERNANDO

(Above) David Yosso, San Luis Obispo
forward, left the game with a deep cut
above his left eye.

"They were a very strong and
physical team. Their European
style of play is very similar to
some other teams, so we are
used to it. "

Photos by:
David Heller

-- Daniel Castillo
Spartan forward

While the first period was dominated by the Spartan offense, the
second was highlighted by a great
performance from goalie Chris
with 34:38 into the first half.
Following the injury, things Armstrong.
Streaking past the Mustang back- began to get heated on both sides.
Down two goals, the Mustangs
line, he received a pass from The two teams combined for seven realized the need to increase their
Henning Iverson for the score.
more fouls, including two yellow aggressiveness on offense. In the
Kebreab, who led the Western cards.
first 10 minutes they attempted
Athletic Conference in scoring in
Kebreab’s second goal, off an three shots on goal, which was half
1996, is back on track this season assist from Harper, came at the the attempts they had in the entire
SJSU head coach Gary St. Clair 1:00 mark. The score gave San first period. Cal Poly continued its
said.
Jose a 2-0 lead at the end of the shooting barrage but Armstrong
"Leading the conference in scor- first half
proved he was ready for the chal-

lenge. The 6-4 junior came up with
four big saves during that stretch.
The last goal for the Spartans
was scored by junior Carter
Hernandez with 10 minutes left in
the game.
The Mustangs got on the board
with less than a minute remaining.
Sophomore
forward
Daniel
Castillo said Cal Poly played a
"Furopean style" game. Europeans
play a much more physical game
than in America.
"They were a very strong and

physical team," Cast’llo said.
"Their European style of play is
very similar to some other teams,
so we are used to it."
The Spartans have a tough
week ahead of them facing No. 12
Santa Clara on Thursday and the
top ranked team in the country,
UCLA, on Sunday. Harper has a
optimistic attitude going against
the Santa Clara Broncos.
"We lost 2-1 at home last year,
so we are looking forward to getting even with our rivals," he said.

In their first game at the UC
Irvine tournament on Friday, the
Spartan women’s soccer team
defeated Cal State Fullerton 2-1.
Molly Cowell and Karli Silveira
each scored a goal. The Spartans
outshot the Titans 11-4. Amee
Brown also had two saves.
On Sunday, the Spartan women
shut out host school Irvine 3-0.
Silveira had two goals to lead the
team, who improved their record to
5-2.

49ers look old in season-opening loss
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
The San Francisco 49ers looked
older and more worn out than
their worst fears,
In a game that may have signaled a shift of power in the NFL,
Mark Brunell threw for 265 yards
and Mike Hollis kicked four field
goals to lift the Jaguars to a 41-3
victory Sunday.
Led by new coordinator Dom
Capers, the Jaguars revamped
defense clamped down on Steve
Young, who was 9-for-26 for 96
yards with two interceptions.
Jerry Rice caught two passes for
17 yards.

It all added up to the 49ers’
worst loss since a 49-3 defeat to
the Giants in the 1986 playoffs. It
was also the biggest blowout in
Jacksonville’s five-year history.
Hollis made field goals of 41,
32, 50 and 42 yards to extend his
streak of successful kicks to 17, a
team record. Jason Craft, a rookie
cornerback drafted more for his
raw speed than for his coverage
ability, broke open a close game in
the third quarter.
On the kickoff after Hollis’ 50yarder gave the Jaguars a 9-3
lead, Alvis Whitted knocked the
ball loose from R.W. McQuarters,

who watched as Craft scooped it
up at the 27 and ran untouched
into the end zone. Brunell scrambled for the 2-point conversion to
increase the lead to 17-3.
The 49ers rarely threatened
and misfired when they did. Their
best threat came just before halftime when Garner’s long run,
Young’s 16-yard pass to Terrell
Owens and a pass interference
penalty gave them a first and goal
at the 5. Two plays later, Brackens
slipped into the backfield, hammered Young and forced a fumble
that was recovered by Renaldo
Wynn.

FOURTH STREET

A Dash to Class

Win $25,000
for grad

school!

Win $25,000 toward law, business, graduate or medical school
with our "Kaplan gets you In...and pays your way" sweepstakes!
How do I
enter?

Who wine?
When Is the
drawing?

Complete an official entry form online at www.kapteet.com,
at your local Kaplan center, or by mailing to:
’Kaplan gets you in.. and pays your way" sweepstakes
P.O. Box 9107, Medford, NY 11763-9107.
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year of
graduate school.
The contest runs from August 15 to November 30, 1999.
The winning name will be drawn In January, 2000.
The winner will be notified by mail immediately following the drawing.
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Park for less, Shuttle for free.
Now the DASH shuttle stops at 4th Street and Paseo de San Antonio,
connecting San Jose State University to the San Jose Diridon Train Station,
VTA Light Rail, lots of cheap parking aid other downtown locations.

1-800-KAP-TEST
DASH runs every 10 minutes from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. For a DASH brochure and
schedule, call 279-1775.

kaptest.corn AOL keyword: kaplan
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